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N
ew studies have shown that
your daily dose of laughter can
help you to rejuvenate your
skin. Too many negative emo-
tions not only affect your body

but also the appearance of your skin. Here’s
how negative emotions can impact your skin…

STRESS
Our skin is an immediate
stress perceiver and a
target of stress. If
you’re under stress
then there are chances

that your face will age
rapidly. Stress is one of

the main reasons behind
production of cortisol hormone,

which in turn taxes every organ, blood vessels
become more fragile, new skin cells don’t form
as quickly, and cell turnover may eventually
slow by half. Stress eating can further spell
doom for your skin. Stress causes constriction
of tiny blood vessels causing deficiency of
blood supply and nutrition and hydration.

ANGER
Anger makes your facial muscle tense and
that over time leads to fine lines. Anger also
affects the skin’s own rejuvenation and healing
effect. A study published in the journal ‘Brain,
Behaviour, Immunity’, researchers found that
healing and cell turnover took four times
longer in angry people as compared to those
who had control their temper. People who get
angry often possess high intensity of cortisol
that inhibits the production of collagen.

DEPRESSION
Long-term depression has disastrous effects

on skin, because the chemicals
associated with the condition

can prevent your body from
repairing inflammation in
cells. These hormones
affect sleep and that comes
out in the form of baggy,
puffy eyes and a dull or

lifeless complexion.

FEAR
When you feel
threatened or in
danger, the
brain’s first reac-
tion is to signal the
adrenal glands to
release epineph-
rine, better known
as adrenaline. As a
result, heart rate
increases, rushing

blood to the body’s
big power muscles. 

— Expert: Dr Geeta
Grewal, cosmetic sur-
geon and wellness
expert TNN

“Be patient with your body”
ARJUN KAPOOR, actor
I have seen that if you are patient your body
reaps results, if not today then tomorrow or
the next day. You just have to keep at it every
day without stopping. My advice? Invest in
an expensive home gym! The moment you
feel your body is asking you to give up, just
think about the hard-earned money that you
have put up for the gym and you are set! TNN

“Commit in public”
MILIND SOMAN, runner, model
Commit in public so that you can’t back
out. Hashtag your activities on FB if that
motivates you. Also find a buddy with
similar interest because it does help to
have someone by your side when you
are testing yourself. TNN

“Set realistic goals”
BHUMI PEDNEKAR, actor
I took up this challenge of shedding some kilos not
because I wanted a job but because it was taking
a toll on my health. There were roadblocks on
the way. At one point I was so demotivated
that I felt like letting go. But that was
momentary. It was the challenge I had made
to myself that kept me going. I had set very
realistic targets that helped me towards
my goal. A fitness tracker or any accessory
to remind you of your schedule is a good
motivator. TNN

“You have to find what
suits you”
HENRY CAVILL, actor
“A lot of working out today is, ‘Let’s make it
an easy fix.’ Do this, and do that, and you’ve
got 60-second abs. My own personal
approach to training is, I’m learning year
after year after year and applying it and
finding what fits and suits me best for
my lifestyle. It’s been a long process.
Now that I’m fit again, I think I’ve found
a comfortable balance, which is enjoy-
able because we all like to go out for
drinks and have pizza and have dinners
and all the nice things in life, and not
being a complete gym psycho.”
VIA ‘MEN’S JOURNAL’

Move over podcasts, here come
sleepcasts. Basically a neologism
used to describe a podcast

containing sounds and voices that are
designed to give you a good night’s sleep.
The years 2020-21 have pushed sleep at the
forefront of wellness – making sleep tech,
hygiene and rituals all the more important.
Enter sleepcasts. Popularised by
meditation apps like Calm and Headspace,
sleepcasts offer a tour of a dreamy
landscape, with voice actors as guides,
providing details in soft, comforting tones.
Most sleepcasts are set in the evening or at
night, and many involve water – lagoons,
rain, rivers, ponds, oceans. Sleepcasts have
become an effective tool and are preferred
over white noise machines and playlists as
these fill the silence, but don’t quiet our
minds. These recordings combine the
element of white noise and music and add
meditative techniques like breathing
exercises and guided visualisation. Most
sleepcasts have strange and surreal stories
because it weaves a dream-like ambience
so that you feel like you are in one. In fact,
they are usually written by professional
writers and poets. Sleepcasts make you
feel like you are in a bubble, floating
through a serene setting, the perfect place
to fall asleep.

Supriya.Sharma2@timesgroup.com

A
mongst the many other things
that the modern ‘processed’
lifestyle has endowed us with,
sugar rush is one of them.
“Sugar is addictive. You eat

sugar and you have a feeling of euphoria
and then suddenly you don’t feel good and
crash out. Then you reach for more. Urban
population is consuming 20-30% more
sweet stuff than about a decade ago,”
says Manjari Chandra, consultant thera-
peutic nutritionist.

The American Heart Association rec-
ommends about 36 grams of sugar per day
for men and no more than 6 tsps or about
25 grams for women. While, it may sound
like a reasonable amount, what one needs
to factor in is the ‘hidden sugar’ that goes

into your system through almost every-
thing you eat in a day – from breads,
pastas, sauces to fat-free yoghurts. So,
weaning off sugar completely isn’t
realistic. What, perhaps, is more feasi-
ble is an experimental sugar detox to
reset sugar cravings and eating
habits.

THE RIGHT
WAY

Sugar eating is an
addiction. Many scien-

tific studies have

shown that sugar intake lights up the
same areas of the brain as cocaine, hence
its addiction is very strong. “Giving up
sugar is not easy, but it can be done if
other sources of food that provide indi-
rect glucose to the brain are had in rea-
sonable quantities,” says Dr Anjali Hooda

Sangwan, consultant – obesity, metabolic
medicine & clinical nutrition. Avoid carbo-
hydrates and follow a high-protein diet. It
is after all carbohydrates, not fat, that’s
the real enemy. So, eat lots of protein to
curb sweet cravings since protein-rich
food doesn’t spike your blood sugar levels
like carbs do. Start by substituting
processed sugars for natural sugars, like
fresh fruit in reasonable quantity.  

PREP-UP THE BODY
“There are no huge side-effects of going
sugar-less since sugar is in everything we
eat,” says Dr Sangwan. But this doesn’t
rule out some obvious sugar withdrawal
symptoms like a crash in mood, feelings of
anger and anxiety, general fatigue,
headaches, feeling low, dizzy and irritabili-
ty. When you stop consuming sugar, your
dopamine levels may temporarily drop –
leading to various psychological symp-
toms. Although the symptoms vary from
person to person, one must be prepared to
face these for the initial phase of detox
and keep cures handy. 
TIP: Eat lean protein, fruits like blue-
berries and apples, as well as nuts at
this time.

HEALTHY 
SUBSTITUTES
While a barrage of sugars, from
brown, honey to palm are being
hailed as healthy sweet alternatives,
experts feel sugar is sugar. “It is the
amount of sugar consumed that really
matters. If you end up eating heaps of
brown sugar, it will affect the body the

same way as your refined table
sugar, raising insulin which in

turn stores fat,” says Dr
Sangwan. Don’t pile on artifi-
cial sweeteners either. If any-
thing, these lab-made, calo-
rie-free powders can make
you more of a slave to

sweet foods.
Because they’re
many times
sweeter than
sugar, they essen-
tially dull your
taste buds and
make you crave
things with similar
levels of sweetness.

Pics: IstockHEALTH

Try a

DETOXDETOX

In an age of free-from diets, it is imperative we tried
going sugar-free at least once. Find out if it helps…

WHAT IS SUGAR DETOX?
It is an abstinence from sugar in all
categories. But do it in stages.
Start with stopping direct sugars.
Like table sugar, sweets, beverages
like colas, even honey and jaggery
Then remove processed food.
Like packed cereal, all spreads,
jams, sauces and dressings and
all bakery and confectionery
such as bread, cookies, rolls
and buns
This diet also  bans
starchy vegetables such 
as sweet potato and
sugar-rich fruits like man-

goes, bananas and
grapes

WHAT IS ART THERAPY?
Art therapy is very similar to talk therapy — a
space to explore psychological and emotional
challenges with a therapist — but with the addi-
tion of creative techniques such as drawing,
painting, collage, colouring, or sculpting. But it’s
more about the process than your final product.
The best bit: any form of creative expression can
help you relax. Here are some simple activities
which can be done:

POSITIVE AFFIRMATION BOTTLE (all age
groups): You need a plastic bottle, pompoms, glit-
ter and some food colour or just regular paint. Add
all the craft material in the bottle and fill the bottle
with water. Encourage the child to say one positive
thing about himself or herself for each pompom
added to the bottle. It can be positive affirmations,
things grateful for or what made them happy.

MANDALA ART (for age 4+): The circular forms
and wide range of creative expression on offer
with this type of drawing and colouring can create
a relaxed, meditative setting. This can be very
calming and help ease stress and anxiety.

MASK MAKING (for age 7+): The mask-making
activity offers children an opportunity to explore
their various personas. You could ask the child to
create a mask that represents how they see them-
selves with everyone and another one that repre-
sents how they actually feel within. Do not judge
their work.

POSTCARDS (for age 5+): If someone has
hurt them, this exercise can help them. Give
the child a blank postcard and ask them to

draw a picture to represent
how they feel on the front of
the card and write what they
would say to that person.
This activity can create self-
awareness and also help the
child release the pain they
are holding.

Creativity can       support your mental health and art therapy is
something you need to add to your self-care routine

TYPES OF ART
THERAPY
 Painting
 Collaging
 Digital Art
 Photography
 Textiles 

SLEEPCAST
LATEST BUZZWORDS EXPLAINED

LAUGH
YOUR WAY TO
GOOD SKIN

1On ‘Pottermore’, she revealed that
early in the creative process, she
came up with names for 40

Hogwarts students in Harry’s year.
Harry’s name references his
leadership qualities and is the
middle-English version of
“Henry”, a name popular among
English kings. “Ronald” comes from
Old Norse “Rögnvaldr” – a title for
a ruler’s adviser.
Hermione is from
Shakespeare’s “The
Winter’s Tale”.

2In 2017, on Twitter, the writer
revealed that she first wrote down
the words — Gryffindor, Slytherin,

Ravenclaw, and Hufflepuff — on the
back of an airplane vomit bag.

3You might think that Herbology
plants are all made up words but in
a 2003 interview with CBS, Rowling

revealed “the plants come from a
compendium called “The Complete
Herbal” by Nicholas Culpeper.

4Edinburgh, Scotland, where
Rowling resides, provided a ton of
inspiration for the series. The

capital city is like a mini-Potter world
with Gothic architecture, cobblestone
streets, and narrow passageways.

5You know you are doing 
something right, when the master
of horror writing is freaked out by

your villain. In his review of “Order of
the Phoenix”, Stephen King wrote: “The
gently smiling Dolores Umbridge, with
her girlish voice, toadlike face, and
clutching, stubby fingers, is the greatest
make-believe villain to come along
since Hannibal Lecter.”

6Rowling studied Classical
languages and mythology – a
reason why many of the spells and

even Hogwarts motto is in Latin. The
school motto – “Draco dormiens
nunquam titillandus” means “Never
tickle a sleeping dragon”. 

7Harry Potter is available in
basically every language. The
books have been translated into 80

different languages — recently, Scots, a
language spoken by 90,000 people.

8When she invented Dementors,
Rowling drew from her past
experiences with depression. In

an interview with Oprah Winfrey, she
shared that Dementors are based on
the “hollowed-out feeling” of
depression different from sadness.

9Arthur Weasley was supposed 
to die in “Order of the Phoenix”
but she changed her mind. In a

2007 interview to “Today” she
said: “I think part of the reason
for that is there were very few
good fathers in the book.”

10To prevent early leaks
of “The Deathly
Hallows,” publisher,

Bloomsbury, gave the book some
quirky code names like
“Edinburgh Potmakers” and
“The Life and Times of Clara
Rose Love

Workout motivation from your favourite celebs

SELF-CARE

WHAT KEEPS
ME MOVING

Bad moods can affect your
skin negatively. Here’s how

you inner feelings can leave a
mark on your skin

“We [as women] have to
own our health”
MICHELLE OBAMA, writer
“It’s [health] one of these things that no
one can take from you. When it comes to

our health as women, we are so
busy giving and doing for
others that we almost feel
guilty to take that time out
for ourselves. I think for
us as women, many of us,
we have a hard time put-
ting ourselves on our

own priority list, let
alone at the top of it.
If we don’t have our
act together as
women, as mothers,
as grandmothers, we
aren’t going to be

able to get our kids
on track.” VIA ‘PEOPLE’

No
matter how

many bland cups of
green tea you drink,
the fact remains that
you’re still consuming
way more sugar than

your ancestors
did

TRIVIA TIME

CALLING ALL
POTTERHEADS

On June 26, 1997 the first Harry Potter book —
‘Harry Potter & The Philosopher’s Stone’ — was
released and a cultural phenomenon was born

#GOALS

“Never give up” MICHAEL JORDAN, basketball legend
If you’re trying to achieve, there will be roadblocks. I’ve had them;
everybody has had them. But obstacles don’t have to stop you. If you
run into a wall, don’t turn around and give up. Figure out how
to climb it, go through it, or work around it.

To rid your
negative moods,

lead a healthy life.
Exercise regularly to
release endorphins –

the happy
hormones 

The movie franchise made stars of
Daniel Radcliffe (centre), Emma
Watson (right) and Rupert Grint

(Clockwise from left) JK
Rowling after she was
made a Companion of
Honour by the Duke of
Cambridge; movie poster
for the first book; and
Harry Potter Hogwarts
Acceptance Letter auction 

Draw yourexperience
RETHINK

ARJUN KAPOOR
MILIND SOMAN

HENRY CAVILL

MICHELLE OBAMA

BHUMI 
PEDNEKAR
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ETIQUETTE

Q1. When you sit down to
dinner and there’s a cloth
napikin, you place it:
A. In your lap
B. On your head
C. Tucked under your chin
Answer:A.Only really young
children should tuck the nap-
kin in their shirt and under
their chin.

Q2. If you need to excuse
yourself during the meal,
your napkin should be
placed:
A. On your plate
B. On your chair
C. Take it with you
Answer:B. When you have to
leave your chair for taking a
call or going to the washroom,
place your napkin on your
chair. Never take it with you,
especially to a restroom.

Q3. When you meet some-
one and are saying hello, do
you look:
A. At their new shoes
B. At the next person you are
going to meet
C.At the person you are meet-
ing at that point
Answer:C. Look at their face
and make sure to make eye
contact. Smile and look them
in their eyes and say some-
thing nice like: “It’s a pleasure
to meet you.”

Q4. When eating bread you
should
A. Butter the bread first
B. Break off a small piece,but-
ter it and then eat it in small
bite sizes
C. Eat it like it’s a sandwich
Answer:B.Because it’s much
nicer to eat small bites.

Q5.When you’re setting the

table:
A. The drink glass goes
on your right
B. The drink glass goes
on your left
C. The drink glass goes
in the middle of your
plate
Answer: A. The drink
glass goes on your right, just
above the knife. Remember:
ELDR:Eat left;drink right.Or
the “b” and “d” system to re-
membering where to place our
drink and our bread plate.

Q6. When you’re at the din-
ner table and you need to
blow your nose you should:
A. Quietly blow it into your
napkin
B.Ask to be excused and go to
the restroom to blow it
C. Use your neigh-
bour’s napkin
because you
want yours
to be clean
Answer:
B. It’s not
a good
idea to
b l o w
y o u r
nose at
the table
as others
might get
disgusted by the
sound. You should also
excuse yourself if you
are coughing a lot.

Q7. If you burp at
the dinner table
you should:
A. Laugh out loud be-
cause it’s funny
B. Apologise and real-
ly mean it
C.Ask everyone

if they heard it
Answer: B. Don’t make a big
deal about it, but do apologise
if you know that someone
heard it.

Q8. Your masi just gave you
a really nice shirt for your
birthday, you should:
A. Write her a thank you note

B. Don’t say
anything
because
you don’t

like it and
being honest

would hurt
her feelings
C. Call her up

to thank her
or send
her an
email be-

c a u s e
she’ll get it

right away
Answer: A.

Write her a
thank you note

within three days
of receiving the
gift. Use a nice,
clean sheet of pa-
per or a notecard.
The message
doesn’t have to

be long but write
something specific

about the gift and how
you will enjoy it.Nowa-

days an email also
works.

BASIC EVERYDAY
MANNERS?

How well do you know

Q: My 10-year-old son doesn’t want to
spend time with my parents and it
gets pretty embarrassing for me.
He says that he gets bored at their
place and avoids meeting them.
How should I handle this situation?
A: From what you have shared
seems like you are very disturbed
with the way your son has been feeling

about your parents.
However, I would like you to

understand that children, nowadays, do not
like to meet relatives, extended families unless

and until the family has children of their age with
whom they can interact or play. That is the major

reason behind your child’s boredom. In this
case, you must explain the importance of

grandparents to your son – both
maternal and paternal

grandparents are equally
important.

You can further
elaborate by saying that
he will miss out on the
time spent with them,
the wisdom they have to
offer and the kind of

experiences they have
had. Try to help your

parents find common things
that interest both your parents

and your son so that they can have
fun while having amicable
discussions. I’m certain their bond
will develop into a beautiful
relationship over a period of time. TNN

— Dr Rachna Khanna Singh, HOD
of Holistic Medicine & Psychology,

Artemis Hospital, Gurgaon

F
ace masks have become a normal part of
our lives, and we understand that we
must wear them anytime we’re out in
public. But when you mix in running or
walking (or any outdoor exercise like

hiking or biking), the answer about when to wear
one isn’t always clear. The solution is simple: it
depends where you’re at. First of all, each state
and city may have a different mask-wearing
rule. Read up the news on what applies to
you. As a general rule, wear a face mask
when you’re running or walking in an
area where physical distance is hard
to maintain. If you’re going to be
passing people or weaving in
and out of crowds and others
around you, better to have
your mask on. But if you’re
running in a sparsely
populated area where you are
unlikely to come in close
contact with anyone else, you
can do without a mask. But
carry one along with you
and pull it up when you see
people approaching.

It’s important to
know that exercising
while wearing a mask
can affect
performance. Because
it is going to decrease
your airflow, making it
a little harder to
breathe. This will impact
your performance or pace. This
means that you might have a
harder time catching your
breath if you’re running with

a face mask.
While exercising

outdoors don’t
double-mask but invest

in a good-quality N-95 mask
(see box). You might also feel

more fatigued faster than you
normally would. Because of this, you

might need to modify the intensity of
your workout. But like a fitness routine,
the more you do it, the more you

get used to it. Safety
first – always.

Tipping Your Cap
Though in India hats are not so common,
tipping your cap or hat as a form of greet-
ing is still quite prevalent in the West. Just
like the handshake was to ensure that the
other person is unarmed, removing one’s
headgear has a similar origin. Knights
would flip up their visors as a display of
friendliness and good faith.

Pulling Out a Lady’s Chair
In the olden days, high society women
wore such restrictive and elaborate cloth-
ing that they would need help from the
gentlemen to sit down. In fact, most of the
little chivalrous acts like opening doors or
walking on the inside of the road exist
thanks to the elaborate outfits of women.

A Man Should Always Pay
This has a fairly simple reason for its exis-
tence: the very fact that back in the day it
most men had careers and women didn’t.
Even if they did, the jobs were not as high-
paying as men’s. So logically, men were

expected to pay. However, this is one rule
that has gone the way of the dodo.

Clinking Glasses for Toasts
It seems that men in the olden times
always erred on the side of caution. From
handshakes to tipping hats to clinking
glasses were originated so that they can
trust the other person. When they used to
clink glasses it was an actual thump that
would spill a bit of your beverage into
your neighbour’s glass. It was a way to
ascertain that you aren’t being poisoned.
The other, less sinister explanation is to
ward of evil spirits (they thought resided
in alcohol) as they felt they didn’t like the
bell sounds glasses made.

Why R.S.V.P.?
Short for French phrase Répondez S’il
Vous Plaît, which means “respond if you
please”, became a staple of high society’s
invitations in the 18th and 19th centuries
all over England because French was con-
sidered a classier alternative to English.
Even though by 1845 French lost its sheen,
the RSVP practice stayed.

— Sources: The Spruce, Mental Floss

Queries relating to Etiquette
Etiquette is the customary code of polite behaviour in socie-
ty. Social situation and the way we live, even etiquette, is
ever changing. For instance, who would have thought that
one would need a whole new set of classroom rules in 2019?
If you have a question on the new rules of engagement in a
post-covid world, a relationship dilemma or just a query
regarding writing a thank you note, write in to us
toinie175@gmail.com with the subject line ETIQUETTE. 

“My 10-year-old
son doesn’t like his

grandparents!”

TRIVIA TIME

WHAT TO LOOK FOR IN A
RUNNING FACEMASK

Don’t pick fabric that’s likely to get sweaty
as a wet mask is less effective at filtering out
pollutants and viruses
Pick tactical fabric masks that use the
moisture-wicking fabric, but it shouldn’t be

too thick or restrictive
Search for running-specific masks or

ones that are marketed as suitable
for outdoor athletic activities. You’d
be surprised at the options
available now
A running mask should fit snug
but not tight
Keep your running mask clean

and at least have 2-3 in rotation
 If you run long-
distance, bring two

masks with you
to switch out

half way

How and when did we
start the practice of 
CLINKING GLASSES?

Pallavi.Shankar@timesgroup.com

A
s you enter teenage and are eli-
gible to have your own social
media profile (and Instagram is
even planning to come up with a
service just for under 14), know-

ing some unwritten rules but ones that are
synonymous with good manners is pretty
much important. Here are a few tips to keep
in mind to understand the nuances of ‘cour-
teous communication’ when you are texting,
posting, sharing...

HAVE SENSIBLE, WORK-
ABLE ONLINE NAMES
Whether it’s your first Facebook account,
your gmail or your Snapchat, make sure you
keep decent names – and as real as possi-
ble. Silly names like funnyboy15, cutegirl or
bandraboy in all likelihood won’t be taken
seriously. It can also be embarrassing if your
family members or teachers/principal hap-
pen to see a funny or inappropriate id or
profile name. Social media is an open,
omnipresent world – work towards making
a good impression.

SAY POSITIVE THINGS
The golden rule is to not say anything online
that you wouldn’t say to some-
one’s face. If you have
issues with someone,
it’s always better to
discuss it in person
rather than ranting or
venting online. Cryptic
posts, too, are an imma-
ture form of communica-
tion and should be avoided. If
you have to clear the air with a
friend/cousin/sibling you are having issues
with, sort it out on your personal chat or
through phone calls or just let it be. But
don’t make it your top cryptic post for the
world to see and speculate.

DOUBLE-CHECK
BEFORE SENDING

Before you hit ‘send’, re-read
everything to check the
length, language and tone of
your message: the ones lit-
tered with slang or bad lan-
guage make a very poor
impression. In case you end
up sending something incor-
rect by mistake, quickly

choose the ‘edit’ option
and rewrite it. You
should follow this even
while replying or
thanking a message.

KEEP SECRETS
In the online universe -
photos, texts, and videos
can be posted, copied,
downloaded, and

Photoshopped before you can blink your
eyes. If someone has shared a
secret with you on your per-
sonal WhatsApp or the like,
don’t forward their messages
to your other friends. Respect
the privacy of people – the way
you would want yours to be
respected. This is especially true in
the current scenario of calling peo-
ple out online. Desist being part of
the online mob mentality.

BE KIND 
Be it the WhatsApp
screen, your
Facebook, or even
your online class
chatbox), speak
kindly to people,
even the ones you
don’t really know
much or for that mat-
ter strangers too. Do
try and remember
that what looks like a
screen is a channel of
online communication
with people and hiding
behind a screen and trolling people (includ-
ing celebs) is bad behaviour and shouldn’t
be done. Besides being rude, it can also get
you in trouble as legal complaints can be
made against people indulging in abusive
language or threats.
NOTE: Don’t share your personal details
such as phone number, address, Aadhar
card number, bank account number with a
stranger trying to connect to you online.
There is a lot of scamming on social media
and you have to be very careful to stay safe.

ONLINE IS FOREVER
Online communities act as platforms for
teens to connect with their peers irrespec-
tive of their geographical location, school,
interests, etc. But the use of passwords and

privacy settings do
not guarantee securi-

ty of data. There are
many instances where

images shared on
social media have been
misused. So, connect

carefully and
share with

caution.

AND MORE SUCH ORIGIN STORIES OF ETIQUETTE RULES

KEEP IT CLEAR
“Communicate clearly and with
clarity on any form of social media –
Whatsapp and Linkedin to Instagram
– whether you are posting something
on your handle or discussing career
plans with your friends. Any
ambiguity in communication may
lead to misunderstanding.”  
—  SUNAINAA A HAQ, etiquette guide

Don't chat with your
family members or call

someone on phone (after
keeping the audio on
mute) during a video

meet. It’s bad manners.
Plus, if the mute is

‘unmute’ by mistake and
you are having a

personal conversation, it
may land you in a very

embarrassing situation.

The golden
rule is to not say

anything online that
you wouldn’t say to

someone’s face

ETIQUETTE RULES FOR
VIDEO CALLS/MEETS
FOR VIDEO CALLS AND MEETS,
TOO, SOME FINESSE IS REQUIRED.
HERE ARE FEW MUST DOS:
 Join the call on time and test out
your tech beforehand.
Mute the audio when you are not
talking, unmute when you are!
 Pay attention, please. Yawning is
impolite, so is looking bored and
disinterested.
 Keep your backdrop clean. An
untidy background or bad lighting
looks bad on screen.
 Dress up well for formal meetings
like work/school meets, wedding
functions, graduation ceremonies
and so on.

 In an all-video meet, don’t
keep your video off - that's

rude. In an audio-only
chat, don’t keep your

video on.

A MANNER MANUAL
for the online world

Social media, video calling, online learning and interactions are potential
spaces for etiquette faux pas. Here’s a netiquette guide that might help

DO I NEED TO WEAR MY
MASK WHILE RUNNING?

PANDEMIQUETTE
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